
CCG QIPP Accelerator
Maximising your delivery of QIPP targets

Your Challenge
The size of the challenge facing health and Social Care budgets is significant. Collectively QIPP programmes are 
charged with delivering in excess of £30bn recurring annual savings to simply keep up with anticipated demand.

CCG leaders face ever increasing demands arising from an ageing population and long-term health conditions 
with budgets in the foreseeable future expected to be based on a ‘flat cash’ basis at best. Plans to bring 
Health and Social Care budgets together through the Better Care Fund add to the complexity and challenge of 
achieving your QIPP targets.

Improve visibility.  Increase accountability.  Enable delivery.

Our Solution
Sirius Partners has developed the QIPP Accelerator to help you get back in the driving seat and take control 
of QIPP delivery programmes. Our ability to rapidly diagnose current operational and financial performance 
against agreed plans makes the first step to long-term delivery an easy one. Once you have a clear 
understanding of where there are delivery issues, our QIPP Accelerator will help you to put in place credible 
plans and ensure progress against them is visible to all stakeholders, maximising your chances of future 
success. We will show you how to:

Experience.  Excellence.

l  Control your QIPP Programme

l  Hold organisations in your local health  
 economy to account for their part in   
 delivery

l  Prioritise activities which deliver the 
 greatest return on investment

l  Implement a real-time view of progress   
 against plans

l  Understand where there is duplication,   
 inefficiency and poor return-on-investment

l  Quickly and easily produce reports with   
 accurate and up-to-date content

l  Ensure QIPP reporting is a by-product of  
 your daily activities



Contact us
To find out how to get the most from your information and IT contact Phil Trickey on:

+44 (0) 7834 800416 or email info@siriuspartners.co.uk 
www.siriuspartners.co.uk

l  Establishes a single source of QIPP performance with   
 health economy-wide reporting to improve visibility and  
 accountability

l Automates programme and project reporting freeing-up  
 your time to focus on delivery

l  Improves internal capability so you are in control without  
 reliance on external agencies

l  Enables appropriate prioritisation by understanding the  
 inter-relationships between QIPP Programme deliverables  
 and strategic and operational benefits

l  Reduces risk to QIPP delivery by identifying and  
 mitigating  programme risks

Why Sirius Partners?
The Sirius Partners team has an impressive pedigree in supporting  
organisations with delivery of QIPP targets and have delivered  
significant savings for our clients. Our credentials include:

l  Significant hands-on experience of working with Commissioners,
 Providers and other NHS stakeholders

l  An understanding that every penny counts and that the NHS faces 
 significant financial and delivery challenges

l  An in-depth understanding of the politics, structures and complexity 
 of the NHS

l  With a relentless focus on a remarkable customer experience we will deliver  
 outstanding return-on-investment

l  Provision of QIPP Accelerator through the G-Cloud Crown Commercial Service 
 procurement framework

l  As ex-NHS Directors, tax payers and patients, we are passionate about making a difference in the NHS

How the CCG QIPP Accelerator 
can help you


